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Your Virtual Business 

 
 

 
 

 
Video conferencing and virtual meeting software can add a whole new dimension to your 
business. It can help you connect with clients who are not based near you, maybe who are 
even based in another city or country. It can help you share your knowledge and services 
through a new channel, and it could be another source of income for your business.  
 
In this overview, we will cover: 

▪ Why virtual meetings are good and how you can apply them to services in your 
holistic and conscious wellbeing business  

▪ Platforms available for hosting virtual meetings and how to choose one that is right 
for your business 

▪ How to be a professional virtual facilitator  

▪ Tips on virtual meeting etiquette 

 

Take your business to a new level by incorporating virtual meetings into your service 
offering. 
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Virtual Services: 

 
Virtual Meetings are the hosting of a meeting, or for you, your service, in a virtual environment and 
not face-to-face. You can host a virtual meeting with people in the same city or across the globe.  
 
Creating a virtual meeting room is often seen as a cost saving compared to travel and clinic/salon 
costs, as well as being timesaving as you reduce time spent travelling. 

What you need: 

Virtual meetings are easy to conduct. All that is needed for participation at the basic level is: 
▪ An Internet connection 
▪ Audio (through computer speakers and microphone, or telephone) 
▪ Webcam 
▪ Access to a virtual meeting platform  

How to apply them: 

There are many ways that you can use virtual meeting platforms to deliver your services, such as: 
▪ One-to-one appointments that do not require physical contact 
▪ Hosting a talk, or webinar, where you share information to a group of people 
▪ Hosting Q&A or feedback discussions 
▪ Hosting a class or demonstration  
▪ Producing video content like trainings 
▪ Presenting a workshop 
▪ Hosting an event with different speakers 

 
Say you are a Nutritionist: 

▪ New clients may complete a registration form before an appointment – you may record 
yourself completing this on screen and voicing over the types of information to include. This 
recording could be accessed by them before the appointment. 

▪ You could then have a one-to-one virtual appointment with that client to review the findings 
and discuss their treatment plans. 

▪ You could also host a group session on the benefits of vitamins, including a talk, some slides 
shown on screen and a Q&A session - clients could attend either paid, or as a bonus extra. 

 
For Meditation Facilitators: 

▪ You could host a group guided meditation to bring people together to participate from the 
comfort of their homes, where they can continue to relax after, instead of going out to the 
street to return home 

 
More Ideas! 

▪ Host a sound healing gong bath online 
▪ Do a live Tai Chi Class 
▪ Record an introduction to Reiki video to entice your clients 
▪ Do a live demonstration of breathwork techniques 
▪ Ask your coaching clients to do a virtual session 
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Choosing Virtual Platforms: 

How to choose: 

There are many different virtual meeting platforms on the market, so before you choose one there 
are some things you should consider: 
 
How you will use the platform for your services: 

▪ Always one-to-one or will you hold group sessions? 
▪ Do you need to record the sessions? 
▪ Will you need to share your screen to show content (slides, diagrams, documents?) 
▪ Do you need a virtual waiting room before admitting clients into the service (both to control 

attendance but also to ensure clients do not overlap? 
▪ Do you need a chat feature (for example, for typing questions) if you do not wish 

participants to speak? 
▪ Do you need special features, like ‘break out’ meeting rooms for clients to talk together? 

 
Other things to consider include: 

▪ Cost – most have a free option, but extra features may be at a cost through a monthly 
subscription 

▪ Accounts – will your clients also need an account or just click a link to access? 
 

Platforms 

 

Zoom 

Zoom brings together cloud video conferencing, group messaging, and online meetings, into one 
convenient platform. It is easy to use, makes collaboration easy, and offers several different viewing 
options. Features include screensharing, recording, muting, break-out rooms, and scheduling to 
name a few.  

Zoom also has excellent support and guides for effective meetings. The downside is that Zoom 
requires participants to make a small download before accessing a meeting first time. 

 
Free: 
▪ Unlimited 1 to 1 meetings 
▪ 40 mins limit on group meetings – with 

up to 100 participants 
▪ Unlimited number of meetings 
 
Pro - £11.99 per month 
▪ Unlimited meetings 
▪ 24-hour limit on group meetings – with 

up to 100 participants 
▪ Additional controls, reporting and 

cloud storage  
 
 
  

https://www.zoom.us/
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Choosing Virtual Platforms: 

 

Join.me 

Join.me is a versatile, easy-to-use program can be loaded onto desktop computers, laptops, tablets, 
and smartphones. Features include screensharing, recording, muting, break-out rooms, and 
scheduling.  

Plus, it has great personalisation such as URLs and backgrounds.   

Join.me is a paid option but it does have a 14-day trial period. Plans are also billed annually which 
can make it an expensive upfront cost. 

 
Lite Plan £9 per month: 
▪ 5 participants per meeting 
▪ No webcam video streams 
▪ Unlimited number & length of meetings 
▪ Unlimited toll & internet calls  
 
Pro Plan £13 per month: 
▪ 250 participants per meeting 
▪ 10 webcam streams 
▪ Recording & Scheduling 
▪ 50 GB cloud storage 
 
  
 

Skype 

Initially set up for free audio calls to  anywhere in the world, Skype now includes Video calls. Video 
calls are HD and meetings can be held for groups of up to 50 individuals. It has some basic meeting 
functionality like recording and screen sharing, but not yet the range of other newer software.  

However, it can also be used for group chats, transmitting photos and files of all sizes and instant 
messaging (with a language translator!)  

 
Free: 
▪ 50 participants per meeting 
▪ Unlimited meetings and no time limits 
▪ Does not require participants to have an 

account or download software 
▪ Unlimited free calls to other Skype users 
 
  

https://www.join.me/
https://www.zoom.us/
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Virtual Meeting Tips: 

 
Here are some top tips for being a professional virtual facilitator and ensuring you run your services 
professionally in a virtual meeting environment. 

Know Your Goal: 

The goal will dictate the structure and the way to use the virtual meeting tools that will be the most 
effective. This is particularly important for group sessions, where you may only want to present, or 
you may want interaction through discussions, feedback, or questions.  

Your Introduction: 

Set out the format at the start of the meeting so the participants will know what to expect. You may 
also want to establish a brief list of expectations (such as no multitasking) during the call to ensure 
everyone understands what will or will not be welcomed.  

It may also help to provide a few instructions on using the software (such as how to mute, use chat) 
if your participants are unfamiliar. Also consider whether it is important for the participants to 
engage with each other during the session. If so, you may want to include time for each person to 
introduce themselves. 

These will all save you from any unnecessary interruptions and stop your participants from feeling 
disconnected, disengaged, and invisible. 

Use Breaks: 

People can get easily distracted when not face to face so it is a good idea to use breaks. As a rule of 
thumb, virtual meetings should remain under 30 minutes in each segment. Plan your content so that 
people can regularly relax and take a comfort break.  

A 4-hour workshop can seem an eternity when done completely virtually and you may lose 
engagement with your audience. Use the start of each new segment to check if your participants are 
comfortable and ready to focus or participate for the next one. 

Know Your Technology: 

Make sure you are comfortable with all the features of the software that you want to use during 
your session. This will help you to run everything seemingly and look like a pro. You may also have to 
answer “how do I” questions from your participants 

Reduce The Noise 

Your participants may be in a variety of locations. It is wise to either mute them during your delivery 
or encourage them to mute themselves when they are not sharing. That keeps down the distractions 
of kids, pets, and noisy backgrounds in public areas.  

You can also use that chat box feature to have participants ask questions. 

Visual noise can also be distracting! Busy shirts, backgrounds, stripes, and large shiny jewellery do 
not transmit well on video conferencing platforms.  

You should wear basic colours and be against a neutral background. You may wish to suggest this to 
your participants too, as it helps with video transmission speeds for poor internet connections.  
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Virtual Meeting Tips: 

Send Details Early 

Sending the login information and platform /URL  a day or so in advance can make sure everyone has 
time to try the virtual meeting software and test everything is working.  

Some software requires downloads so insist they try logging in ahead of time and test out their 
software and system compatibility. That way no one is scrambling at the last minute (no one who 
followed your directions, at least). 

Keep It Simple: 

What you may be used to doing when delivering your service may become a little more difficult in a 
virtual environment. Whether it is facilitating a group discussion, engaging in exercises, or delivering 
a demonstrating . 

Simplify your service where you can, to help ensure people spend less time trying to understand or 
process the information and more time engaging. Choose exercises that are easy to explain and 
facilitate virtually and keep any explanations or heavy content to bite sized . 

Remember virtual meetings should be conducted at a slower pace than normal and it may help to 
allow for dramatic pauses after important statements, questions, and assignments. This is because  
there can be a lag in internet connection of 2-3 seconds for some of your attendees.  

Check on People 

Some people may be less likely to contribute or share in a group session and more so on a virtual 
one. Call out particular participants by name to ask their opinion on what is being discussed, or if 
they want to contribute.  

It is also good to regularly ask your participants of they are following the content or need any 
clarifications to ensure their understanding. 

Keep to time 

Ensure you respect the time of your participants by staying on track of the agenda and finishing on 
time. You will need to ensure find the balance between letting everyone speak (or rambling yourself) 
and keeping your session moving forward. It would not be fair to short cut the connect because you 
run out of time, or going over the time that your participants expect, without their consent. 

Further Information: 

Here are some great articles to help you improve your virtual meetings: 

https://www.sessionlab.com/blog/remote-facilitation/ 

https://medium.com/ashleycrutcher/tips-for-running-a-virtual-workshop-11bd7a42e70d 

https://www.prolificnorth.co.uk/features/2020/03/want-host-successful-virtual-workshops-here-
are-10-top-tips-taking-learning-online 

https://netmind.net/virtual-facilitation-lessons-learned/ 

https://www.sessionlab.com/blog/remote-facilitation/
https://medium.com/ashleycrutcher/tips-for-running-a-virtual-workshop-11bd7a42e70d
https://www.prolificnorth.co.uk/features/2020/03/want-host-successful-virtual-workshops-here-are-10-top-tips-taking-learning-online
https://www.prolificnorth.co.uk/features/2020/03/want-host-successful-virtual-workshops-here-are-10-top-tips-taking-learning-online
https://netmind.net/virtual-facilitation-lessons-learned/

